FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

National Nail Corp. Introduces the STINGER™ CS58 Cap Stapler
Grand Rapids, Michigan, April 25, 2008
National Nail Corp., a national manufacturer and distributor of building products for residential and light
commercial construction, is pleased to announce the launch of their latest innovation in cap systems
technology - the STINGER CS58 pneumatic cap stapler.
The STINGER CS58 is built on National Nail’s market-leading Crossfire® Cap Stapler technology,
delivering a staple with the holding power of a cap, and setting the pneumatic standard for best practice
installation of roofing underlayments and housewrap. The STINGER CS58 is compact and lightweight,
weighing less than 4 lbs.! It is a performance balanced tool, ergonomically designed for maneuverability
to reach tight spaces.
The STINGER CS58 shoots a 5/8” 20 gauge staple only, “the length most often used by contractors for
installing roofing felt and housewrap,” said Brian Nieber, Regional Vice President and Cap Systems
Brand Manager. “Sometimes referred to as ‘fine wire’, this category is already being touted as the new
wave of pneumatic cap staplers and is the fastest growing segment of the pneumatic cap market. The
STINGER CS58 Cap Stapler is not only poised to own that growing market segment, it is technically
superior and has a very affordable price tag for the contractor,” said Nieber.
The STINGER CS58 will be available in the new STINGERPAC, a bundled package that pairs the
pneumatic speed of the CS58 with the quick tack-down practicality of the STINGER CH38 Cap Hammer –
the best of both worlds at one incredible price.
Caps and staples for the STINGER CS58 Cap Stapler are sold in STINGER 5/8” Pneumatic StaplePacs
that contain 10 rolls of 200 collated caps and 20 strips of 100 staples.
National Nail Corp. is the leader in cap systems technology. The STINGER CS58 joins the STINGER
CH38 Cap Hammer, the Crossfire® Cap Stapler from Spotnails and the Hitachi® NV50AP3 Cap Nailer,
used for residential roofing and sidewall applications, and the STINGER RT2 Cap Nailer from National
Nail used for covering wood decks in commercial settings.
National Nail Corp. is an employee-owned company headquartered in Grand Rapids, MI. For more
information, visit www.nationalnail.com.
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